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InterContinental Warsaw chooses InnSpire for its cutting edge Mobile and IPTV
Guest Engagement Solution

	

Stockholm, 2018-02-07 - With its 414 spacious and well-appointed rooms and suites, the prestigious Intercontinental Warsaw really

is one of the most important landmarks in Warsaw. While being one of the tallest buildings in the city, the hotel's premier location

adds to the many reasons guests love it. The address allows quick access to great tourist attractions, like Warsaw Old Town, the

National Museum, and the Warsaw Uprising Museum.

So when the Director of Engineering at Intercontinental Warsaw, Tomasz Beliniak needed a Guest Engagement Solution to match

the caliber of his hotel, he really meant it.

Mr.Beliniak says:

 ?We evaluated all the major players for speed, functionality, design and ease of use. After thorough analysis, we found that no one

could match the total experience, and the level of innovation of InnSpire.? 

?For us, offering great Guest Media Streaming for both iOS and Chromecast is a way to make our guests' stay even more enjoyable.

We found that InnSpire is the only streaming solution that really works. With everything. Hassle free.?

A new addition to the multiple award-winning restaurants will be the best in class room service ordering through InnSpire's sleek

and easy to use interface, as well as personalized entertainment, allowing seamless access to guests' own Netflix, HBO and Spotify

accounts to name a few.

Filip Hector, Innspire Director of Sales for Europe concludes,

?We are very much looking forward to a strong partnership with the Intercontinental Warsaw and to continuously developing

innovative technical solutions to maximize the guest experiences. With our new office in Warsaw, we aim to provide excellent

support to partners across Poland and Central Europe?

 About InterContinental Warsaw  

Located right in the heart of Poland's developing capital, the five star InterContinental® Warsaw hotel provides excellent services

that are tailored to exceed the expectations of our Guests. Set in a landmark contemporary tower, the hotel is close to the Old Town,

a UNESCO World Heritage Site and Warszawa Centralna railway station. Voted Poland's Leading Hotel in 2017 in World Travel

Awards, InterContinental Warszawa has more than 1300 square metres of superb conference space, including a ballroom and the

private, 41st-floor Club Lounge, making the hotel a perfect venue for international conferences or private events. In the evening,

dine on sophisticated Polish cuisine in our award winning Platter restaurant, which combines fine dining with cutting edge style and

adventurous cooking. Chef Karol Okrasa's menu offers a refined take on traditional Polish delicacies with an international flavour,

alongside a list of more than 100 international wines chosen by our expert sommelier. Our Riverview Wellness Centre has an

enviable setting on the top two floors of the hotel. You can swim laps in the pool with fabulous city views, while state of the art gym

machines and a dedicated aerobics room mean you never have to miss a workout. Our Guests can enjoy the spectacular view of

Warsaw from stylish rooms, including 22 suites and 76 fully equipped and luxury furnished residence apartments with kitchenette.

www.warsaw.intercontinental.com
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